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If k is a fixed positive integer, G is a graph with n vertices, ul, u5 E G then the property 
&(v,, ~3” k can be easily defiaed by a first-order formula with at most 2 + 2 log, k 
quantifiers. Let M be a finite struchue with n elements. We may consider G as a binary relation 
on the universe M. Using the relations of M may help to define tbe given pi~perty of G. (E.g. 
the number k may be coded by one of the relations.) However, we prove that if n is sufficiently 
large compa;xi to k, then the given property cannot be defined by a first-order formula whose 
length does not depend on k even if we are allowed to use in this formula the arbitrary 
relations given on M. ‘Ihis result implies that the existential first-order formula form a 
nontrivial hierarchy on finite structures in a strong sense. 
We say that B is a property defined on the subsets of finite structures if for 
every finite structure M and A c M, P(A) is either true or false. E.g. “IAl is 
even”, or “VI = I&f//2” are properties. We will also consider properties of binary 
relations, that is subsets of M X M. E.g. “the graph defined by A is connected” is 
a property of the binary relation A. We will consider properties deGned by 
first-order formulas. Let L be a first-order language and let ~4 be a binary relation 
symbol not contained in L and L’= LU (~4). Suppose now that ;K is an 
interpretation of the language 6, on the structure M. Let S$ be the set of those 
binary relations A on M which satisfy the formula # if we extend the 
interpretation Ed by J& -+ A. 
Assume now that a property P is given. We will be interested finding a Q so 
that at least for some interpretation JC we have P(A) iff A E Sz. We may have 
relation symbols differeut from ~4 in the formula 9. These relations (the so called 
built iu relations of the structure) may actually help to define a property. E.g. it is 
proved in [l J that the property /Ai = [log JMI] can $e &~~pcl in the ahnve u+neP WC -a* I*_ _I__ _ &,_I_“_ 
by a first-order formula using built in relations. On the other hand this clearly 
cannot be done without built in relations. The question of definability without 
built in relations was studied by Fagin [2]. For a fixed first-order 9 and an 
interpretation , if the cardinality of the underlying set M is sufficiently large 
compared to ihe length of @, then the set Sz has a special ~~~i~ato~~ structure 
(cf. [l, Theorem 1.41). As a consequence, it cannot be for example, the set of all 
even subsets, so “IAl is even” cannot be defined a first-order formula. 
fact was also proved independently in h3] formulat in the language of constant 
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al size Boolean circuits. (For the connection between the two cf. 
rtyPcanbedes& d by a first-order formula if there 
so that for each positive integer t there is an 
with an underlying set of size at least t so that 
the UnderIyiug set we have P(A) iff A E S$. The 
rest& states that “JAI is even” cannot be described by a first-order 
r we show that anothe . some sense simpler property of 
IS not fkst-order definable. (n) be a function which ten& to 
slowly as n tends to infmity and suppose that iu ah structures 
points tll, u2. Then the property d&, u2) Sf(lMj) cannot be 
by a first-order formula, where & is the graph whose set of edges is A. 
results of [I] and [3] imply a similar statement only for a fixed function 
is in some sense simpler than, e.g. the parity of 
existential first-order formula containing only 
re our theorem implies that the existential 
SormuIas form a nontrivial hierarchy according to the number of quantifiers and 
for ah k there is an existential formula which is not equivalent to any first-order 
containing at most k quantifters. (Actually dA(ul, u2) of can be 
by at most 2 + 2 lo&f(n) quantifiers.) 
y prove a slightly stronger statement. Suppose that 
setsandforeachi=O,l,...,f(n)-l,giisa 
+19 Vl E&J fJ2EMp(n), M=IJM,andA isthese; 
of pairs of the type (0, g,(u)). We will prove that the property “dR(uI, v2) S 
f(n)” which is equivaIent to gf~&,g~~,,~-2(~ - - g,,(v,) . ‘ s)) = u2 cannot be de- 
scribed by a first-order formula. Here we are interested in the case when f(n) is 
ah compared to PP. other extreme is f(n) =n/2, Il@) =2 for i = 
P ,...,f(n). In thiscxse e describability of d.&, u2) of is equivalent to 
the describability of deed, if Mi =E (ai, bi} and a1 = ul, uf(n) = v2, then 
ty ho& iff the number of gi’s with gj(ai) = bi is even. 
rsetofthesetX;o={0,1,2,...}isthesetofall 
r the natural number n as the set (0, 1, . . . , n - 1); 
is the range of the function f ; f ) y is the restriction 
f”(2) is the image of the set Z with respect to the 
n of the mentioned results. 
sitive iu~~ge~ such that there is a 
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first-order fomula p(A, 521, . . . ) @, q, u2) of length l,(r), (where A is a free 
second-order binary variable and 9&, . . . , iBi are relation sysnbols, ul, u2 are 
constant symbols) and an interpretation 3r of the language of 4~ (a interprets only 
the relation symbols of this language and not the variable A) 02 an underlying set 
M with n elements with the property: 
VAs x A4 if A is a graph, then (sA(ut, v2) Q P iff IC k #(A). 
If l(r) = lint inf,,,,l,(r), then lim,,l(r) = 00. That is the minimal 
necessary !ingth for the de$nition of the property d(v,, v2) c r tends to infipity 
with r. 
We actually prove the theorem in a stronger form. Suppose fo, . . . , fi_, are 
permutations of the set m = (0, 1, . . . I m - 1). If our underlying set is M = 
t x (m x m), then we may code $ by a subset of (i} x (no x m) and the whole 
sequence fo, . . . , fi_1 by a subset of M. 
Let us consider the following property. 
CT19 fr-d&-2(* Q l fo(8.* l 999=0. 
If we define Z;(r) as the minimal length of a formula @ which describes 
property (Tl) on a suitable structure of size FTPZ~ in the same sense as in the case 
of l,,(r), and I’(r) = lim inf,, f&(r), then we have: 
1’. lim_, I’(r) = Q). That is the minimal necessary length for d@ning the 
product of r permutations at a given place ten& to infinity with r. 
Both Theorems 1 and 1’ imply the fogowing: 
IlIt?@ ‘I. For all k there is an r and there is a C1 formula @ = 
3x 1, . . . , xr B(x,, . . . , x,, RI, . . . , & A) (where RI, . . . , Rk are rehztion 
symbols, A is a free second-order variable and B is a Boolean expression) so that 
for any interpretation n of RI, . . . , It, on a sujjiciendy large universe, there is no 
first-order formula 0 with onry k quantifiers and an extension ’ of w with 
VA .z E #(A) if 3~’ b8(A). 
We may consider the points of the underlying set r x (m x m) as the edges of a 
graph whose set of vertices is the set (r + 1) x m. Indeed the eiement 
(i, (s, t) ‘: E r x (m x m) corresponds to the edge which connects the potnts (i, s) 
and (i + 1, t). In other words the points (i, s) (i + 1, t) will be connected by an 
edge iEh(r) = t. Hence (Tf) holds in our graph if and only if d((0, O,), (r, 0)) G 
r. In a graph of this :j;~, “_ this inequality holds iff the two points are connected. 
proofs we use a slightly different terminology, namely? we do not 
consider Fubsets of the underlying structure but functions defined on it. 
. If is a te set and F is a subset of 
thesetrxm,forsomer,mE’WandFwillbethesetofall 
nemapof {i)Xmonto(i+1}Xm 
on {r-l} Xm), and 
. l l f((Q, 0)) l - 0)) = (r - 1,o). 
if e(X) is fixed, then 3t,Vr > r. 3mo Vm > m. 9 does 
roof and the proof given in [l] but the 
not suppose that the reader is familiar 
is tied and we will consider the set H 
set has some nontrivial mmbinatorial structure. The proof of the 
robability there will be a set of constant size T so that the values off on T 
decide whether f is in H or not. Unfortunately this is not true. We will 
prove a similar statement that we get from the above assertion with the 
will not consider ail functions in 
values of a function f randomly but the set of places where 
e into account the structure of F x m. For certain i’s there will be a 
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function is in This will imply that H cannot be the set of all f with 
f’-‘((O,O))=f(f(~~~f((O,O))~~~))=(r-l,O). (We will prove that if we are 
going along the path defined by f and starting from (0, 0), then with a positive 
probability (greater than l/n) we will get to a point wherefis not defined. At this 
point we will use the fact that 12’1 is smaller than r/2’ that is the number of i’s 
wheref is not defined on the whole {i} x m. 
First we give the basic definitions of the meutioned concepts. 
Let E be an ordered finite set and W be an arbitrary finite set 
M = L x Let 0, be the least, fL be the greatest element of L.If x is an element 
of L, then f will be the smallest element of L which is greater than x. 
IJsing our earlier notations let t = L, m = W. Func(L, W) will denote the set 
of all functions f which are defined on (L - 1‘) x W, so that for all x E L - lL we 
have that fit x xw is a one-to-one map of {x} X W onto (3) X W. 1 
Obviously, f’=‘-’ maps {OL} X W onto { lL} x W. Our chief aim is to show that 
the property f iL1-l (( OL, wO)) = ( lL, wO> is not first-order definable where w. is an 
arbitrary but fixed element of W. 
We define a hierarchy on the subsets of Func(L, W). The simplest ype of 
subsets will bc called cylinders. 
An (L, W) cylinder C will be a subset of Func(L, W) of the form 
C = (f E iunc(L, W) 1 g c f } where g is an arbitrary function which has at least 
one extension in Func(L, W). g = b(C) will be called the base of the cylinder C 
and we will use the notation 1lCli - lgl. 
We will construct he further levels of the hierarchy by taking unions of a 
polynomial number of sets on the previous levels or taking the complement of a 
set in a previous level. We also define a function w which measures how many 
sets were used altogether in the construction of a set at given level of the 
hierarchy. 
DefIuItion. If i, s are natural numbers VT(M) will be a subset of the power set of 
Func(L, W) and wi a function defined on a set containing Vi(M). For an arbitrary 
s let VS,= {C 1 C is an (L, W) cylinder and llCll= l}, w,(H) = 1 for all IQ E Vi. 
If i is even an H c Func(L, W), then let 
wi+,(H) = min 
I 




v;+* = {H c Func(L, W) 1 Wi+,(H) Gs}. 
If i is odd, 
VT,, = (H 
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ZUKW~allHfV~,~, 
)=Wi(N) if HE Vz, alld 
wi+,(~) = wi ) - H) if Fum(L, 
is a first-order sentence with the unary functim variable X, then let 
then there are i, j E 0, so that for 
whem n=ILIIWI and 3c is un 
e i, j E to. Then there exirtr a Iwst_order sentence # such 
E V$(L, W), there e.xis& an interpSution n with 
is the anahrgue of Lemma 1.1 of [l] and can be easily proved by induction 
mrmber of quantifkrs, and i. 
As we mentioned earlier we will randomly fix certain values off. This defines a 
al function on L x W. In the following detitions we describe those types of 
partial functions that we may get in this form. 
Func(L: 
fn(L, IV) will be the set of those functions g which have an extension 
W). For each g E ftr(L, W), let jj be an arbitrary (but fixed) extension 
de&e aaother set of functions fn(L, W, s). A function in fn(Lp W, s) will 
fmed everywhere on certain sets of the type (y} X W and on all of the 
fined exactly at IWl -s places. Moreover, we suppose that 
restriction of the function, defined exactly at 1 WI - s points on each 
y # It and whose domain on (y’} x W coincides with its range on 
re precisely q E fn(L, W, s) iff g E fn(L, W) and there exists a 
so that for ah y EL - {It}, y’ EL - {lL} we have dom(g/V,Xw) = 
I - s, q is an extension ofg and for ally E L - {l&j either 
(&,+4 or dom(&+4 = W x W- 
is a subset of Func(L, W) which is defined by a first-order 
E Vf for some constants i, j. AZ we have indicated earlier we 
rtain values of a function f. Let q be the partial function 
witi suppose that q E fn(L, W, s). We will be interested in 
of those extekons of q which are in the set H. The following 
his set can be considered as a subset of Func(LCqJ”, UrCq)) for 
(@, Wfb, moreover the set H’ will be on a lower level of 
show that if H was defined as the set of 
) the8-z the corres nding statement will be 
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true for H’ in the new universe LcV), WcVJ. Thus using induction, we will reduce 
the original question to the special case when H is a cylinder. 
In the following definitions we define the new (smaller) universe L(q),,, Wi*, if q 
is given. 
&fore giving the exact definitions we sketch the definition of L(q), W(q). The 
partial function rl defines a graph on the set I x m if wz connect x and q(x) for all 
x in the domain of q. Each connected component of this graph is a path. We will 
disregard those connected components which have exactly r elements. The set of 
the remaining connected components will be essentially L(@ x Wtq)“. L(“) will be 
tk set of those elements in L where rl is not delined everywhere on {y} x W. 
W(” will be the set of all x E W such that starting a path from (O,, X) defined by 
4 we go through a point where tl is not defined. If we define L(q) and Wtq) this 
way then there is a natural oue-to-one correspondence between Lcq) x Wtq) and 
the set of connected components with fewer then r elements. 
II. If I/ E fn(L, W, s), then let L(q) be the set of all y EL with 
ldod&~xw)l = IWl --s or Y = lL. Wtv) will be tie subset of W defined by 
x E Wfq) iff there exists an i E (0, 1, . . . , IL1 - 2) such that @‘((O,, s)) $ dam(q). 
If rl is not total, then jlV(q)j = S. The set Ltv) x Wtv) has a natural embedding 
R(q) into L x W, described below. 
If(y,x)EL(q)xW (ri), then R(q)( (y, x)) = fi’((O,, x)) where i = l{z E L 1 z < 
YN (mus w?MY, 4) = (Y, 4 f or a suitable w E W.) We note that q is not 
dellned exactly on R(q)“(L(@ x WC’?)) U (IL x W) (from the points of L x W). 
If f E fn(L, W) and f is compatible with q (that is their union is in fn(L, W)), 
then let fq E fn(L (rl), Wcq)>) where f,(u) is defined if and only if (R(q))(u) E 
dam(f), and in this case f,(u) = (R(q)-“)(fii(f (R(q)(u)))) where i is the smallest 
nonnegative integer with @‘(f (R(q)(u))) E m&R(u)). 
If F c fn(L, W), then &, = { fq 1 f E F, f and q are compatible). If X E L x W, 
then XV = (R(q))-‘(X). W e will use later the following important fact: if 
rl E fn(L, W, s) and h E Func(L (@, W(‘$ then there exists exactly one f E 
Fun@!+ W) so that f 2 q and& = h. 
If C k an (L, W) cylinder with b(C) = rl, then for each A c_ Func(L, W), let 
AC =A,. 
A se: T of (L, W) cylinders will be called (s, q)-complete if IJ 2’ = 
l?unc(L, W), the elements oi T are paiNvise disjoint and, for all C E T, C is an 
(L, W) cylinder, b(C) E fa(L, W, s) and IL(q)1 = q, IWcv)l = s, where rl= b(C). 
The following lemma contains an assertion about the combinatorial structure of 
the sets at low levels of the Vl’ hierarchy (i, j are 
large). As we will ex lain after the statement of the 
. Ajti 
e lemma itself essentially states th 
, 1901 <ne, then there exists Q 
for almost all D E T (with a 
show how the uondetiabiity IL’-l( (O,, wo)) = (lL, wg) follows 
to prove that ,jEO3@&>Q3m~ >mO if 
) 1 f ‘L’-l((oJ_, wg)) = (It, wg)} $vyj. 
Let us define for each U, v E W, a 
Z-L, = {f e F-G W) If’L’-*((O,, u)) = (IL, 4). 
finition of Vy is spmetric on each 
W(‘$ Fx,Y = I,JCEB C (where Fx.y is 
t, which is clearly impossible since 
ders C with ilCll< IL(q)I - 1. 
wing lemma. This lemma essentially states 
‘al case when each each A E SQ is the 
with bases of constant size. This lemma will 
a 2, where the induction will be on i 
>rO 3m0 Qm>mO if ILI=r, 
I~neandQA~~A=UC,XACwhereXAiSa 
s t’, then there exists a ([nc], q)-complete set T 
all (with a probability greater than l- 
if A’ is the complement of A in Func(L, 
e f~lf~wj~g condjtior8 : 
(b(D)J) cylinders and C E 
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size, but still the complement of the union of these cylinders is not the union of 
cylinders with constant norms (even if we allow here a greater constant). We will 
be able to handle the complement of a union of cylinders if we suppose that the 
original cylinders were all concentrated on a single set H of constant size, in a 
sense explained in the following definition and property (P2). 
x E dorn(gj 
If g E fn(L, W) and H E L X W, we say that H covers g if for all 
either x E H or g(x) E H. 
We will prove Lemma 3 with a property (P2) defined below, instead of 
property (Pl), and prove that property (P2) implies property (al). 
(P2) AD = IJCEB B where B is a set of (L(b(D)l, W(b(n))) cylinders, and there is Q 
H ,= L@(D)) x W@(D)) - so that IHI G t and H covers b(C) for all C E B. 
First we prove that (P2) implies (Pl). If f E & then f $ A],. Let H, = {x 1 x E H 
or f (x) E H} and let C, be the cylinder with b(C,) = f [,+ (where H is from (P2)). 
Obviously, f E Cf and llCll~2 IHI s 2t. In order to prove & = U C,, we have to 
show that Cf c &, that is, C, n & = 0. Indeed, if g G AD, then by (P2) there is a 
cylinder C c A, so that g E C and H covers 6(C). f E &, implies that f $ C, that 
is, f and b(C) are incompatible. Hence, there are x, y with y = (b(C))(x), 
yZf(_x)andxeHoryEH. IfxEH,thenxEHf;ifyEH,thenthereisazEHf 
with y = f (z). In both cases, f 1 
c,n&=0. 
H, is incompatible to 6(C), that is, C’ n C = 0, 
In the following Lemma 4 we reformulate the statement Lemma 3 (with (P2) 
instead of (Pl)), so that we are speaking only about the bases of the cylinders. 
(1) h(L, w, S, q) = {rj E ti(L, w, s) 1 p”‘I = q). 
(2) A skset r of fn(L, W) is called complete on E x W if for each 
f E Func(L, W), there is exactly one g E rwith f zg. 
(3) If %;c fn(L, W), then w(F) = min{lHl 1 Qf E FH covers f}. 
We,d,t’Etu 3~~0, tEu Wq 3r0 Qr>rO 3m0 Vm>mO if ILi=r, 
I W I = m kd 9 is a set of subsets of fn(L, W) with ISI d d’, F E 9+ IiF/ =S t’ 
(i.e., for all f E F If I s t’), then there is a complete set of functions r on L X W 
with r c fn(L, W, s, q), s = [n’] so that for aim 11 q E r (with a probability 
greater than 1 - nmd), we have: for each F E 9 (I$)) s t where Min(G) = 
{gEGIQhEG--{gIh$gI. 
If 9 = {& 1 FA = {6(C) I C E X4, A E ti}}, (~4, XA as in Iemma 3) then we 
t that for almost all D where b( s that & = iJCEB C where 
= {C 1 C is an (L b(D), Wb@)) cy (FA)b(Dj)); hence we have 
(P2). We will give a random construction for r. We will define a random variable 
q whose ssible values will be the elements of r. 
saythat~isar-random_JariableonLxWiftbereisansaardqsothat~e 
values of q are in fn(L, W, s, q) and form a complete set of functions on 
and the distribution of q is uniform on its possible vahtes. 
suppose that L, W are “&e natural numbers 
with the natural numbers rcti = q, rd@ = s. 
(1) If I; E fn(r, m), then let 
IlUl = mau(VI If E I;), Min(I;)=fdEFJVgEF-if}ggf), 
(F) = (f E hfM.0 1 Ifl= kl. 
(2) ~tAandBbeunaryrelationsdefinedonthesetPr={(r,m,I;,t) I~Ew, 
~~),F~~(~,~~),t~~).WesaythatAcanberedu~toBorQ(A,B)ifthe 
assertion holds: Vt’~03r>0, c>O, hE-01 with limxcolh(x)=~, 
> fuVr E 0 if r > l/c then for all sufkiently large m E Q), then there 
a kandom variable q on r x m whose values are in fn(r, m, [my) with 
r(” > Q, so that for aI F E fn(r, m) we have 
P(A(r, m, F, t’)--, B(rcd, [my, MI@), t)) 3 1 - rnaL@). 
Lemma 4 follows immediately from the following assertion. 
Indeed, suppose that Lemma 5 holds and e, d, t’ E co are fixed. Lemma 5 and 
the d&&on of reducibility implies that there is an E >O, c >O, h E”O with the 
given in the deEnition of reducibiity, and now with the conclusion 
P(((IFl/ St’)+ (w(F) =S t)) 3 1 - m-nci). 
picktheintegertofLemma4sothatt>t,,andh(t)>d+e. r,canbeany 
r with ro> I/c, and m sufliciently large compared to t’, t, r. Assume 
are fixed wi& the properties listed in Lemma 4. Applying Lemma 5 
e conclusion of Lemma 4. 
e proof of Lemma 5, we need a more speci?k version of the notion of 
reducibility. 
, B be unary rehations on the set Pr defined earlier (definition of 
k E o; we say that A can be k-reduced to B or Qk(A, B), if 
the following assertion holds: 
3~~0, c>O, ~E”‘w with Iim_.,h(x)=m so that Vt’ew3toccoVt> 
o if r > l/c, @hen for all sticiently large m E o, there exists a r-random v 
ments of fn(r, m, [my) with dr)) > cr, so that for all 
t)) 3 1 - m-h(t). 
a 5 is e Following combinatorial le 
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suppose that 0 < e < $, 0~ 6 < r/4 and g is a function dejined on the 
Jinitesett;wirhnelementssucfit~g(x)~H, k(x)l”IHI”‘avuix#g(x)foraU 
x E H. If j < lHl& and H’ is a random subset of !HI with j elements, then for all 
t>O wehaue 
P(I { y 1 y E H’ and y E g(x) for some x E H’} 13 i) < n-clr+cz 
where cl > 0 and cl, c2 depend only on 6 
We wiil use the following well-known fact of elementary combinatorics (or 
probability theory): 
(*) Assume that A is a set o; subsets of H with IAl < IHId, 1x1 c IHI’-’ for all 
X E A and Ho is a random subset of H with [I HI ‘1 elements where 0 < ~~ < E. 
Then 
P(VX EA IX n I&J c k) > 1 - lHI-d’k+d2 
where dl > 0 and dl, d2 depend only on d, q, E. 
(* ) can be proved by giving first an estimate of the corresponding prcbabiity 
for an arbitrary but fixed X E A. We may get this by counting for all i 2 k the 
number of sets of the form X f7 I-& with i elements (this ir simply the number of 
i-tupies in X), then for each iixed such set the number of all corresponclmg sets 
I& (this is the number of [IHl’l] - i-tuples in H -X). 
We need also another assertion of similar type which can be proved easily by a 
counting argument: 
(* * ) If IHl is a set with n element and for each x E H we have Q(x) G H, 
IQ(x)1 c t, x Q Q(x) and H’ is a random subset of H with [IHI( elements, 
then 
I’(l{xxH’ 13~ EH’X l Q(y)}l ~t)~i~--~~+=’ 
where c3 > 0 and c3, c4 depend only on E 
6. I et us choose a random subset H, c H, then a HI E H, and 
5, lHl’1, lHl5 elements where eo< E, el c ~~12, e2< rJ2. 
Throughout the proof of the lemma we will say that A is almost sure if 
P(A) 23 1 - n-c~t+c2 where cl, c2 depends only on E, eo, cl, e2. 
If g,(x) denotes the ‘restriction’ of the function g(x) onto the set Hi in the 
following strong sense: dom(g,) = Hi and for all x E 
Ki(x) = {y E Hi 1 x E g&J}, then we have that (HO), 
sure, where 
) (a) Igo <t/2 for all xoE &, and 
(b) I+ E pr, 1 I&WI ’ Ih%i>l < $12 
) 1(x E HI 1 l&(x)1 W2)l <t/2. 
~(X)#O}~<f. 
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plies that iH1 - H;I < t/2. It is 
*is an immediate 
Weger. l7m here exists a 
n defined on the Cartesian 
g((xot l l l ‘xk-l))n 
H' is a randbm subset 
P(l{y E H' 1 y E g(x) for some x E & H’}I > t) < n-c1r+c2 
whemclHhmdcltc2&pendonlyon undk. 
prove the lemma by induction on k. For all z E H let g, be a function 
-tH=dg,((x~'.- - ~xk-2))=g((xoI...,xk-2, 2)). Charly 
n (x,, . . . p xk-2) ~g((&. . . , xk-_2,~)) n {X0, l D l , Xk_+ Z} =4) 
fg,(x)l s IHI’-’ for all x E 
plying the inductive each g,, if H’ is a random subset of H 
I*‘] elements (for some 6’ which depends only on E and k) we get 
H' y Egz(*)}( e *)3 1 - n-“lt+“*. 
g’ be a function defmed on H’ by g’(z) = {y E H’ 1% E _lH’y~ 
described in (7.1) holds, then Ig’(r)l G t(k - 1). Let Cord(x) = 
Xj} ifX= (X0, l l l ) Xj). 
plies z es’(z). rice, applying Lemma 
- l)), we get. that if is a random subset of 
E H”y E g’(x)}1 2 t) S n-c3’+c4. 
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Now we return to the proof of Lemma 5. 
8. Suppose 4, r2, ml, m2, m3 E 0 and qt E fn(r,, ml, m2), @) = r2, q2 E 
h(r2, m2, m3), r(92) = q. Thdn there exists an rf E fn(r,, ml, m3) with r(q) = r, SO 
htfor dff E WI, ml), $, is di@aeti i$j%d f,, and cfl&, are defined, arui in that 
case fq = (j&),,2. Moreover, for ail F s fn(q , ml), ( FJq2 = F*. (The function 9 
wffl be &noted by qlo9f2.) 
Lemma 8 is an immediate consequence of the definitions and implies the 
following: 
9. If A can be k-reduced to B and B can be k-reduced to C, then A can be 
k-reduced to C. 
The next lemma is the most important result about k-reducibility. 
Lent 10. If Q is the relation that holds for every possible (r, It, F’? t), then for 
aff k E o, 52 can be k-reduced to w(F) s t. 
We prove this lemma by induction on k. 
Learmp 11, Th refation $2 can be l-reduced to w(F) ss a. 
We will use in the proof the following example for a r-random variable on 
rXm. 
le. Let S be an arbitrary subset of m with s elements and Q an arbitrary 
subset of r - 1 with q elements and with 0 $ Q. For all S and Q, we define a 
r-random variable q on r x m whose values are in h(r, m, s, q). 
We deline q((i, j)) by recursion on i. Assume that tllixrn is already defined so 
that there is a h E fn(r, m, s, q) with rllixrn = hlixm. 
If i# Q, then let FJ)~~+,,, be a random one-to-one map of {i} X m onto 
{i + 1) X m with uniform distribution. 
If i E Q, then first let Si = {vi-‘((0, x)) 1 x urn -S, $((O, x)) is defined for all 
j=l,2 ,..., i-l}. 
Now, let rlIlijxm be a random one-to-one map of Si into {i + l} X m, again with 
uniform distribution. It is easy to see that tl is indeed a r-random variable on 
rXm. 
1. Let F c fn(r, m), IjFll d 1. Let 0~ E < ilo be fixed. Put 
forallxErXm, G={x~rXmIIg(x)(~m’-‘}. 
Case I: 161 2m2’. If q is the random variable given in our example with 
IS.1 = [m’], IQ] = cr, then 
roves our assertIon. 
%Y and g(x)+(the function 
Xs Y, then Lemma 6 impties that 
thatifXcY,thea 
rove the lemma by induction on k. For k = 1, our 
mma 11. Suppose k a 2. We will prove the following 
assertions: 
0 a can be k-reduced to Y(r, m, F, t) where 
Y(r,m,F,t)=“foraJix,y~rXmifFxsY=(f~F~f(x)=y}, 
ghen w(Fxwy) 6 t”. 
(b) Y(r, m, F, t) can be k-reduced to W(r, m, F, t) where 
(r, m, F, t) = “w(F) < t”. 
get a random variable q so that 
,_,(j+qq) s t) 2 I - np(‘) 
re we used that Ir x ml <m2.) Suppose now that the 
X [mJ We want to prove 
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We prove that the random variable al satisfies the requirements of (b). Let 
F c fn(r, m), llFjl s k and suppose that for all X, y E r x m we have w(Py) s t. 
We have to prove that 
P(w(r(q), [pn d2], Mill&), t’)) a 1 - m+‘(? 
I..etH=(fEF((i,j)Edom(f) 3 i is even). The definition of q (li)xm for odd i’s 
implies that h&n&) = Mitt&T,,). (According to the definition of k-reducibility, 
we may suppose that IlFll d k.) w(Hxsy) s w(Py) d t; therefore for all x, y E f x 
m there is a G(x, y) cr x m so that {x} U G(x, y) covers Hx*y, ]G(x, y)l it, 
x $ G(x, y). The definition of H implies that we may suppose that y $ G(x, y), 
that is, {x, y} fl G(x, y) = 0. According to Lemma 7, P(lZl b t’) 6 nt--h(r’) where 
Z={u~YIuoG(x,y) for some x,yoY}. We claim that if YzJ, then Z,, 
covers Mink@,). Indeed, suppose that fV E Mink(&) and &(u’) = v’, since k 3 2, 
IfI = k there is a x’ f dom(&) so that x’ Z u’. Suppose J&X’) = y ’ and 
(R(q))@‘) =x, (R(q))(y’) =y. We have f(x) = y, f E I-Py SO $1 U G(x, y) 
covers f, that is, either u E G(x, y) or v E G(x, y) where u = (r(q))(u’), 
v = (R(q))(v’). Assume that, e.g., u E G(x, y), x, y, u E J implies that u E Z and 
therefore u’ E Z,. 5 
Now we prove Lemma 5. 
fo a 5. This lemma is a consequence of Lemma 10. Using the 
notation of the definiti0.i of reducibility, we prove the lemma by induction on t’. 
For t’ = 1, Lemma 11 is equivalent o our assertion. 
Suppose t’ > 1 and that the statement of the lemma holds for t’ - 1. 
Assume that FE fn(r, pl), IIP;II s t’. Let ql be the random variable guaranteed 
by Lemma 10 for k = t’. For every fixed value of ql, let G(Q) = {f E F,, 1 llfll G 
t’ - 1). llG(~)(l dt’ - 1. Therefore applying the inductive hypothesis, we get a 
random variable q2 so that 
P(w(Min((G(&),,) c t)) s 1 - PZ-~(‘). 
Let q = q1 0 q2. The definition of q1 and q2 implies that with a probability greater 
than I - nBh(‘), we have both w(Min,.(F,,)) c t and w(Min((G(~J),,)) 6 t. 
Min(F,) c Min((G(~J),,) U (Min,(F,,),,), therefore, w(Min(F,)) s 2. 5 
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